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Ivan IV as Autocrat (Samoderzhets)
Charles J. Halperin
1 However much specialists on the reign of Ivan IV, Ivan Groznyi (the Terrible) (1533‑1584)
disagree, almost all scholars agree that Ivan was an “autocrat” (samoderzhets) and that
his regime was an “autocracy” (samoderzhavstvo). Discussions of the Muscovite political
system during Ivan’s reign analyze the theory and practice of “autocracy” and Ivan is
habitually described as an “autocrat.”1 Such an approach to Ivan originated in Imperial
Russian historiography and has continued unabated ever since in Soviet and post‑Soviet
Russian  and  Western  historiography.  Vasilii  Kliuchevskii  discussed  Ivan’s  theory  of
“autocracy” (samoderzhavie).2 Mikhail D´iakonov opined that in Ivan’s opinion only a
hereditary unlimited ruler was an “autocrat.”3 Ruslan Skrynnikov frequently called Ivan
“an autocrat.”4 Titles of books about Ivan in Russian, German and English invoked the
concept of autocracy.5 
2 The only dispute in contemporary scholarship is over whether the autocracy was real or a
facade.6 It is therefore appropriate to examine not only whether Ivan described himself
officially or unofficially as an “autocrat” and whether government or church writers
during  his  reign  described  him  as  an  “autocrat”  but  also  what  meaning  the  terms
“autocrat” and “autocracy” carried in those sources. This essay will show that “autocrat”
was employed, albeit inconsistently and rarely, in official state and even church titulature
but occurred far more often in Muscovite discourse than in any official documents.7 Like
most Muscovite political concepts, the term was multivalent. How many meanings were
attached to it remains an open question, but this article will discuss three : independent
ruler, pious ruler, and unlimited ruler.8 In some cases the meaning attached to the term
remains unclear and definitions can only be inferred from context. Muscovy was not a
constitutional  regime  so  the  term  never  possessed  a  fixed  juridical  meaning.  The
meanings discussed here overlapped and in a single occurrence might have had multiple
meanings ; however, each of these three meanings manifested a distinctive emphasis. We
will examine in turn the sources which illustrate each meaning, including those written
after Ivan’s death, noting provenance (state, church, or both), official or unofficial status,
genre and function. Given how much documentation from the reign of Ivan IV has not
survived, such as the archive of the oprichnina, and how much surviving documentation
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remains unpublished and therefore, unfortunately, inaccessible to me, my analysis must
be considered no more than suggestive. Nevertheless tentative conclusions can be drawn
from  this  Begriffsgeschichte.  Although  historians  who  describe  Muscovy  as  an
“autocracy” almost always mean a state whose ruler possessed unlimited authority, in
Ivan’s time the most widespread use of “autocrat” was a pious ruler.
 
“Autocrat” as “Independent Ruler”
3 “Autocrat” was not a regular part of Ivan’s official titulature because Ivan’s coronation in
1547 did not accord him that title.9 The coronation ordo survives in two major redactions
which differ especially in their description of the rite of anointing ; neither may be a
literal account of the actual coronation. However no version of the ordo ascribed the title
“autocrat”  to  Ivan.  Ivan IV’s  son Tsar  Fedor  Ivanovich was  the first  Tsar  of  Moscow
crowned “autocrat” in 1584.10 Nevertheless Ivan did use the word for himself and his son
and  then  designated  heir  Tsarevich  Ivan  in  official  diplomatic  correspondence.11
Aleksandr Filiushkin brought these unpublished texts to the attention of scholars.12 In
October 1564 and March 1566 Tsarevich Ivan wrote the Crimea to complain of Crimean
raids on Riazan’.13 According to Filiushkin, given the circumstances the Royal Council
(Duma) decided that it was inappropriate for Ivan himself to write Devlet Girei, so instead
an epistle to the Crimean kalga,  the heir‑apparent Tsarevich Mukhammed Girei,  was
attributed to Tsarevich Ivan.14 To raise Tsarevich Ivan’s status his title included the word
“autocrat.” According to Filiushkin originally in Russia, unlike in Byzantium, the term
meant “sole ruler,” that is, independent ruler, not a ruler with unlimited authority, but
obviously the meaning of “unlimited ruler” could not apply to the son of the tsar who did
not even sit on the throne and did not “rule.” Therefore, Filuishkin concludes, in these
cases the title meant a high status but less than that of tsar held by Tsarevich Ivan’s
father.15
4 Filiushkin’s explanation is not convincing because the title “autocrat” had no meaning in
Tatar politics. As a “tsarevich,” the son of a tsar, Tsarevich Ivan already possessed an
eminent  status,  because,  certainly in Muscovite  eyes,  his  own dynasty was implicitly
equal to that of Chinggis.16 The Muscovites knew how to translate their own political
terminology into vocabulary comprehensible to the Tatar world. In the very same epistle
of 1564 Tsarevich Ivan called himself not only “autocrat” but also “heir” (naslednik), thus
establishing his status equality with the Crimean heir, the kalga.17 Once a ruler Tsarevich
Ivan would have the same status as his father, which was not at issue in this epistle any
more than the future status of  the kalga as khan of Crimea.  Consequently I  find the
attribution of  the title “autocrat” to Tsarevich Ivan superfluous and unmotivated.  As
Tsarevich  Ivan’s  first  usage  of  “autocrat”  occurred  before  the  establishment  of  the
oprichnina in 1564, it is unlikely that there was any connection.
5 According to Filiushkin, Ivan‑père started using the title “autocrat” in the 1570s, not, as
earlier, as an honorific, but actually as a title. On 2 March 1573 Ivan used the designation
in an epistle to the Rada (royal council) of the Polish‑Lithuanian Commonwealth and on
1576 to the Holy Roman Emperor.18 Such usage remained inconsistent. Filiushkin provides
no explanation of Ivan’s innovation in his titles in 1573 and 1576. As the oprichnina had
been abolished in 1572, there would seem to have been, again, no connection. In May 1571
the Crimean Tatars burned Moscow, a devastating and embarrassing blow to Muscovite
prestige widely known in European court and diplomatic circles. Ivan may have invoked
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the meaning of “autocrat” as “independent ruler” to emphasize that he continued to rule
his realm as a sovereign, especially after he regained confidence with the defeat of the
Crimean Khan in 1572 at Molodi.  Filiushkin did not date the 1576 epistle to the Holy
Roman Emperor to a month but a great deal was going on at the time. Until September
1576 Simeon Bekbulatovich,  a  converted Chinggisid,  sat  on the throne of  Moscow as
“Grand Prince of All Rus´” while Ivan satisfied himself with the title “Muscovite Prince.”19
The Habsburg Court knew this from their ambassador Daniel Printz. In addition, Ivan and
the Emperor were actively negotiating who should become the next King of Poland and
Grand Prince of Lithuania and how to partition the Commonwealth. It was hardly rare for
Ivan  to  change  his  title but  nearly  always  he  did  so  by  the  addition  of  a  recently
conquered  territory  (Kazan´,  Astrakhan´,  Sibir´,  Polotsk/Polatsk  and Livonia  were  all
added to Ivan’s official title during his reign), but adding “autocrat,” usually acquired via
coronation, was something else. Consequently Ivan’s motive for his self‑description in
official titulature as “autocrat” remains speculative, but its meaning is not. It meant an
independent ruler.
6 Filiushkin’s chronology of Ivan’s official usage of the title “autocrat” must be amended.
Ivan  did  use  the  title  “autocrat”  once  before  the  1570s.  In  May  1555  Ivan  and
Metropolitan Makarii jointly issued instructions to the newly‑designated Archbishop of
Kazan´ Gurii, and Ivan called himself “Tsar and Grand Prince Ivan Vasil´evich of All Rus´,
Autocrat.” Ivan issued an accompanying decree to Gurii in his own name alone which did
not repeat the title of his joint decree with “autocrat.”20 Nevertheless the 1555 decree was
official from the state point of view, even if it was an outlier. In all likelihood Ivan’s usage
of “autocrat” was connected to Church usage of the term, discussed below, at a moment
of close Church‑State harmony on policy.
7 Nor  did  Filiushkin  cite  the  excerpt  (vypiska)  from  the  diplomatic  books  of  Russian
relations with Poland‑Lithuania from 1487 to 1572 which declared that in 1572 Ivan’s title
in his diplomatic epistles included Smolensk, Polotsk and Livonia, and in addition he had
added “autocrat.”21 The narrative summary did not reproduce the actual epistle, which
may not survive, but it cannot have been referring to the epistles of 1573 and 1576 which
were not yet written.
8 In some nether region between official state titulature and purely rhetorical literary texts
stand children’s helmets commissioned for young royal boys. Vasilii III had one prepared
for Ivan IV circa 1533 when Ivan IV was three. Ivan IV in turn continued the tradition and
had one  prepared for  Tsarevich Ivan in  1557  when Tsarevich Ivan was  three,  not  a
coincidence. Both bear inscriptions. In the former Vasilii III described himself with the
title “autocrat,” in the latter Ivan IV followed suit and described himself as “autocrat.”22
9 Because “autocrat” was not part of Ivan’s official title, one would not expect to find it in
the law code (Sudebnik) of 1550, Ivan’s decrees or his testament, and one would not. In
official state titulature, “autocrat” meant an independent, sovereign ruler.23 
 
“Autocrat” as a “Pious Ruler”
10 Infrequently in official church documents but more often in unofficial discourse by or to
clerics  than  in  official  state  or  church  documents  the  word  “autocrat”  denoted  not
necessarily an independent ruler but one who governed in accordance with the Orthodox
Christian theory that the state and church should act in harmony or symphony, that is
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that  they  should  cooperate  for  the  benefit  and  propagation  of  the  faith  and  the
maintenance  of  religious  morality.  Such  an  “autocrat”  was  a  pious  ruler.  When
Metropolitan Makarii addressed Ivan after his coronation as “autocrat” and the chronicle
narrative  described  him  with  that  title  when  he  exited  the  Dormition  Cathedral
(Uspenskii  sobor)  these  literary  embellishments  conveyed  rhetorical,  not  legal,
significance.24 Ivan was being lauded as a proper Orthodox Christian ruler.
11 The official Church “Council of the One Hundred Chapters” (Stoglav) from 1551 accorded
Ivan the title “autocrat” in a form which accurately anticipated future usage, “Sovereign
Tsar and Grand Prince of All Rus´ [or Rosiia]. Autocrat” (gosudar´ tsar´ i velikii kniaz´
Ioann Vasil´evich vseia Rusi / Rosii samoderzhets).25 In the ordo for the installation of a
metropolitan approved by Ivan and the Holy Council  in 1564,  coincidentally the year
Tsarevich Ivan accorded himself the title “autocrat,” Ivan referred in his speech to the
“autocracy  of  the  Russian  tsardom”  (samoderzhst´vo  rossiiskago  tsarstviia  and
samoderzhavnoe rossiisskoe tsarstvie).26 Ivan was also called “autocrat” in the Psalter
which was printed at Aleksandrovskaia Sloboda in 1576‑1577 and in corrections to the
printed  liturgical  “Book  of  Hours”  (Chasovnik).27 Posthumously  the  Church  officially
accorded Ivan the title “autocrat” on his plinth in the Archangel Cathedral (Arkhangel
´skii sobor).28
12 Metropolitan Makarii’s  testament in documentary form was a private,  not  an official
Church,  source,  and  the  quotation  or  probably  paraphrase  of  that  document  in  the
so‑called  “Supplement”  to  the  Nikon  Chronicle,  actually  the  Aleksandro‑Nevskii
Chronicle, should be treated as an unofficial narrative source. Makarii began by referring
to Ivan’s father, Grand Prince Vasilii III, as an “autocrat” and then addressed Ivan IV as
“autocrat” three times.29
13 Chronicles did not consistently employ the title “autocrat” for Ivan. The “Little Chronicle
of the Beginning of the Tsardom” (Letopisets nachala tsarstva), which covered the years
1533‑1553,  described Ivan as “autocrat” in a variety of  formats.  The word “autocrat”
showed up both in the middle and at the end of the title.30 A “tale” about the “taking” of
Kazan’  in  1552  alluded  to  Ivan  as “autocrat.”31 The  “Book  of  Degrees  of  Imperial
Genealogy”  (Stepennaia kniga  tsarskogo  rodosloviia)  rewrote  East‑Slavic  history  by
describing  all  Riurikid  rulers  from  St. Vladimir  on  as  “autocrats”  and  particularly
accorded Ivan the title.32 The “Tsar’s Book” (Tsarstvennaia kniga), the Lebedev Chronicle
and  the  Aleksandro‑Nevskii  Chronicle  from  the  Illustrated  Chronicle  Compilation
(Litsevoi  letopisnyi  svod)  appear,  at  first  glance,  not  to  have  employed  the  word
frequently or at all in their original passages ; nearly all occurrences turn out to be in
derivative passages from earlier chronicles or in quoted documents from or to clerics.
The title of “autocrat” was not invoked at all in the interpolations on Ivan’s 1553 illness
or in the narration of the creation of the oprichnina in 1564‑1565. Usage of the term in
the Illustrated Chronicle Compilation family of chronicles deserves further study.33 The
absence of a uniform chronicle attitude toward the title suggests the possibility that its
occurrence in  Makarii’s  “Testament”  might  be  genuine because  it  was  included in  a
chronicle which otherwise did not generally attribute the title “autocrat” to Ivan.
14 Addressing Ivan as “autocrat” or referring to him by that title appears to have been fairly
widespread although far from mandatory among clerical writers before, during and after
Ivan’s reign.34 Undoubtedly it was in part a form of flattery, a respectful form of address,
an honorific, as is obvious from the fact that it was used for rulers who were not crowned
as  “autocrat.”  Metropolitan  Zosima  had  accorded  Ivan III  (Ivan  the  Great,  Ivan  IV’s
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grandfather) that honor.35 A funerary laud to Vasilii III already praised him as “autocrat.”
36 The “Epistle of Spiridon‑Savva,” a precursor to the “Tale of the Princes of Vladimir”
(Skazanie o kniaz´iakh vladimirskikh) written by a cleric before 1533, and the “Tale” itself
invoked the concept of “autocracy.” Its legendary genealogy tracing Ivan IV’s ancestry
through  Riurik  to  Prus,  brother  of  Augustus  Caesar,  became  the  source  of  much
Muscovite written and artistic ideology during Ivan’s reign. This text called the realm of
Vladimir  Monomakh,  who  supposedly  received  imperial  regalia  from  the  Byzantine
Emperor Constantine Monomakh, “a free autocratic tsarstvo” (vol´noe samodr´´zhavnoe
tsarstvo).37 A book donation to the Iosifov Monastery lauded Ivan as “autocrat” in 1535, a
dozen  years  before  his  coronation.38 Maksim Grek  addressed  Ivan  as  “autocrat”  and
referred to him with that title in an epistle to the priest Sylvester.39 Sylvester himself
referred  to  Ivan  as  “autocrat”  in  his  epistle  to  Prince  Aleksandr  Borisovich
Gorbatyi‑Shuiskii.40 Circa  1550  Metropolitan  Makarii  addressed  Ivan  as  “autocrat”  in
Makarii’s spirited defense of the inalienability of ecclesiastical and monastic landowning
and property in the face of a supposed threat of secularization.41 At approximately the
same time Archbishop Feodosii of Novgorod wrote a letter to Makarii in which Feodosii
referred to Ivan as “autocrat.”42 The “tale” of Feodosii’s death in 1563, written by his
cell‑mate the monk Eufimii,  called Ivan “autocrat” four times.43 In the middle of  the
sixteenth century the Volokolamsk Paterikon described Grand Prince Vasilii II  in the
middle  of  the  fifteenth  century  as  “autocrat.”44 A  laud  (more  like  a  toast)  to  Ivan
composed by an unknown cleric circa 1558 accorded him the title “autocrat.”45 The vita of
Kassian Bosoi written in the 1550s‑1560s called Ivan III “autocrat.”46 A toast (chasha) to
Ivan circa 1561‑63 also included “autocrat” in Ivan’s title.47 The vita of Kornilii Komel´skii
written in the last quarter of the sixteenth century described Vasilii III as “an autocratic
sovereign” (samoderzhavnyi gosudar´).48 The vita of Antonii Siiskii written 1578 called
Vasilii III  “autocrat” twice but also honored Ivan the same way. The colophon by the
priest‑monk Iona recounted that the vita was written in the “autocratic tsarstvo of Tsar
and Grand Prince Ivan Vasil’evich of Kiev, Moscow and All Rus´, Autocrat” and later used
an informal  version of  Ivan’s  title  with “autocrat.”49 The funerary laud (pokhval´noe
slovo) to Saint Antonii Siiskii written circa 1579 by Tsarevich Ivan Ivanovich called his
father  Tsar  Ivan  “autocrat.”50 Such  allusions  contemporary  to  Ivan’s  reign  could  be
multiplied even further.51 The ubiquity of such references in largely clerical literature
stands out.
15 There were two cases in which Ivan’s mother, Grand Princess Elena Glinskaia, was exalted
with the feminine form of the word “autocrat” (samoderzhitsa) during her first‑born
son’s reign :  first during her lifetime, in the redaction of the vita of Mikhail  Klopskii
written  by  boyar  Vasilii  Mikhailovich  Tuchkov  for  the  “Great  Menology”  of  then
Archbishop of Novgorod Makarii in 1537 (Elena died in 1538), and second posthumously,
in  the  “Book  of  Degrees”  where  she  was  described  as  the  “autocratic  …  spouse”
(samoderzhavnaia … supruga) of Vasilii III.52 No doubt the meaning here was also “pious”
because officially only the minor Ivan reigned, so she could not be “independent.”
16 The  title  “autocrat”  also  cropped  up  in  reference  to  Ivan  in  chronicles  and  other
narratives  written  after  his  death.53 It  is  no  surprise  that  the  “Kazan´  History”
(Kazanskaia istoriia), which may have been written during Ivan’s reign but all of whose
manuscripts derive from a post‑Ivan redaction, called Ivan (and some of his predecessors)
“autocrat.”54 The 1590s redaction of the Vita of Aleksandr Nevskii by archbishop Iona
accorded Ivan that title.55 But the earliest 1590s redaction of the vita of Metropolitan
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Filipp disrespected Ivan ; it called Vasilii III “autocrat” once but never Ivan.56 After the
“Time of Troubles” (Smutnoe vremia) Avraamyi Palitsyn allocated the title “autocrat” to
Ivan,  a  practice  perpetuated  in  1692  by  Andrei  Lyzlov.57 Late  seventeenth‑century
manuscripts of the vita of St. Trifon of Pechenga followed suit.58 Post‑1584 manuscripts of
hymns called St. Vladimir “autocrat” and referred to Ivan as “autocrat” when naming
him composer of a hymn.59 Undoubtedly additional seventeenth‑century witnesses could
also be located.
17 Despite the quantity of these examples, narratives and ecclesiastical sources during Ivan’s
reign did not uniformly accord Ivan the title of “autocrat.” The “Tale of Stefan Batory’s
Attack on Pskov” (Povest´ o prikhozhdenii Stefana Batoriia na grad Pskov) written by an
icon‑painter, for example, did not.60 Therefore, describing Ivan as “autocrat” meaning
“pious ruler” was not normative for the Russian Orthodox Church, merely popular. As we
shall see, clerics were not of one mind on the meaning of “autocrat” either.
18 “Autocrat” also showed up, widely enough but hardly ubiquitously, in sixteenth‑century
literature to refer to rulers other than members of the Moscow dynasty. For example, the
princes  of  Murom  in  the  “Tale  of  Petr  and  Fevroniia”  by  the  priest‑later  monk
Ermolai‑Erazm received the title.61 Ivan Peresvetov, however, used the title only once,
and to refer to Vasilii III at that.62
19 These occurrences  of  the title  usually  “autocrat”  lacked explication of  any sort.  The
meaning of the title was considered self‑evident. From the clerical or religious context I
have inferred that the word denoted a pious ruler. Obviously an impious ruler could not
be addressed with respect by a cleric. An “autocracy,” we may infer, was a realm in which
the  ruler  and  the  church  cooperated  harmoniously.  Maksim  Grek,  although  he  was
applying classical literature, defined a true “autocrat” as one who had conquered lust,
ambition and greed.  In  his  letter  to  Ivan Maksim recommended that  he acquire  the
virtues of philanthropy, goodness, meekness, and justice.63 The autocrat Prince Petr of
Murom was  praised for  his  humility  and  mercy,  and  lack  of  “fierceness”  (iarost´).64
Maksim  and  Ermolai‑Erazm  would  seem  to  have  been  arguing  with  an  alternative
definition  of  “autocrat”  which  identified  the  domestic  characteristics  of  an  autocrat
differently than those they advocated. Ermolai‑Erazm was describing a prince, not a tsar.
Although Maksim was addressing an independent ruler, by no means would a ruler have
to be independent to follow Maksim’s dictums.
20 Although Maksim Grek and the state secretary (d´iak) Fedor Karpov did not always see
eye to eye, Karpov’s exposition of the obligation of an “autocrat” seems compatible with
Maksim’s.  In his epistle to Metropolitan Daniil  Karpov wrote that the political  leader
(nachal´nik) of an “autocracy” (samoder´´zhstvo) brings sinners to agreement with the
righteous by his “awesomeness” (groza) in implementing justice (pravda) and legality
(zakon),  just as a harpist unites the sounds of his strings in harmony. Many political
leaders neglect to succor orphans and those in need ; ruling requires justice and mercy.65
Again, Karpov defined an “autocrat” in terms of his obligation to domestic policy, which
does not fit the “sovereignty” model.66 Maksim Grek, Ermolai‑Erazm, and Karpov, by
describing the virtues of an autocrat, expressed views consistent with the meaning of
“autocrat”  as  a  pious  ruler,  although  with  different  emphases.  Ermolai‑Erazm’s
characterization of Petr of Murom stands apart because he was a saint.
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“Autocrat” as an “Unlimited Ruler”
21 The meaning of “autocrat” against which so many clerics implicitly and Maksim Grek and
Karpov explicitly seemed to be arguing was that of an unlimited ruler. This meaning can
be found in the “Discussion of the Valaam Wonder‑Workers Sergii and German” (Beseda
valaamskikh chudotvortsev Sergiia i Germana), commonly denoted simply as the “Valaam
Discussion” (Valaamskaia beseda). This text purported to be of monastic origin but its
conception of an autocrat violated that of the clerical authors discussed so far. The tsar
holds the title of “autocrat” (samoderzhets) (which Ivan did not) but he cannot be an
“autocrat” if he does not decide policy by himself. If he consults friends, princes and
boyars, and especially monks, he is not an “autocrat.”67 A ruler who need not consult
anyone in formulating policy would have to be independent so the third definition of
“autocrat” subsumes the first, an independent ruler, but such a ruler could not cooperate
with the Church in applying Orthodox Christianity to domestic policy as implied by the
second  definition.  Elevating  the  ruler’s  absolute  authority  in  this  way  topples  the
exaltation of  consultation as an obligatory element of the behavior of  the ruler very
widespread  in  Muscovite  discourse.68 It  seems  counter‑intuitive  for  monks  to  have
composed a critique of monks as “unburied corpses” but a monk who objected to monks
participating in secular affairs might have done so. Unfortunately the question of the
authorship of the “Valaam Discussion” cannot be answered definitively.
22 Light on the question of the origin of the third definition of “autocrat” comes from Prince
Andrei Kurbskii’s “History of the Grand Prince of Moscow” (Istoriia o velikom kniaze
Moskovskom).  Kurbskii  reported  a  probably  apocryphal  discussion  between  Bishop
Vassian Toporkov and Ivan in which Toporkov reputedly said :  “If  you wish to be an
autocrat, do not keep beside you a single councillor wiser than yourself, for you are better
than all.” If Ivan kept wiser men at his side, Ivan would be dependent upon them for
advice.69 If  Kurbskii did not make this story up, which is possible, then he was likely
regurgitating gossip circulating in Muscovy and among Muscovite emigres which defined
an “autocrat” as someone who did not need to take advice from anyone. Of course, if Ivan
should not take advice from anyone wiser than himself, then he could not take advice
from Toporkov unless Toporkov was less wise than Ivan, in which case why would Ivan
want  to  take  advice  from  him ?  This  kind  of  logical  analysis  is  too  logical  for
sixteenth‑century Muscovite polemics. More to the point, that Ivan was identified as an
“autocrat” in this vignette was secondary in Kurbskii’s own estimation. When Kurbskii
recounted the same episode in his Third Epistle to Ivan, his summary did not mention an
“autocrat,” just a ruler.70 Kurbskii’s focus was on advice, good or bad, from advisors, good
or evil, not on autocracy.
23 It is impossible to demonstrate that Ivan read the “Valaam Discussion” but Ivan’s “First
Epistle to Kurbskii” shared the same conception of the ideal authority of the “autocrat.”71
“But as for the Russian autocracy (samoder´zhstvo), they themselves [i.e. the autocrats]
have ruled all their dominions, and not the boyars and not the grandees (vel´mozhi).”
“How, pray, can a man be called autocrat (samoderzhets) if he himself does not govern ?”
72 The thrust of Ivan’s First Epistle was ironically to malign Ivan’s own decision‑making
authority during his minority and the period of “reforms.” Regardless of the accuracy of
this  polemical  argument,  Ivan  clearly  invoked  the  concept  of  “autocrat”  as  alone
possessing the power to set policy. An “autocrat” was ruler of an “autocracy.” It is a bit
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unexpected,  however,  that  among the corpus  of  Ivan’s  epistles  other  than his  “First
Epistle to Kurbskii,” references to “autocracy” appeared only in two epistles ghostwritten
by Ivan to Sigismund Augustus II, King of Poland and Grand Prince of Lithuania, in the
names  of  Princes  Ivan Bel´skii  and Mikhail  Vorotynskii  which described Ivan’s  “free
autocracy” (volnoe samoderzh´stvo).73 Ivan undoubtedly thought of himself as a pious
and sovereign ruler with unilateral decision‑making authority but he only infrequently
articulated those characteristics by claiming the title “autocrat.”
24 Ivan’s usage of the title “autocrat” leads to two conclusions. First, Ivan understood all
three meanings of the term elucidated in this article, independent ruler, pious ruler and
unlimited ruler. Second, the concept of “autocrat” was not very important to Ivan or
Ivan’s  theory  of  imperial  authority.  The  rarity  of  Ivan’s  references  to  it  cannot  be
explained away simply by the reality that “autocrat” was not part of Ivan’s coronation
title. The concept was readily available in Muscovite political discourse. It must have been
known to the Court to show up at all in official government diplomatic correspondence.
Official  Church  and  unofficial  Church  and  lay  usage  of  the  term  was  part  of  the
environment of the Court and its elite. When Ivan wanted to use “autocrat,” he did so,
and the absence of the title in his coronation in no way precluded his invoking it, as he
did rarely, in his or Tsarevich Ivan’s official diplomatic correspondence, not always with
an  understandable  motive,  and  in  Ivan’s  political  discourse.  However  it  is  entirely
indicative of  the weight  of  the concept  of  “autocrat” in sixteenth‑century Muscovite
political consciousness that the term did not appear in Kurbskii’s epistles or more than
once in his “History of the Grand Prince of Moscow.”74 The variation in where the word
“autocrat” was placed in Ivan’s title in discourse, not always at the end of his title as
became standard, reflected, I think, the very fact that “autocrat” was not part of Ivan’s
official  titulature which would have mandated where the word should be sequenced.
Similarly only one text not by Ivan of purported clerical origin, the “Valaam Discussion,”
expressed the unlimited‑ruler meaning of “autocrat.”
25 The relative insignificance of the concept of “autocrat” to Ivan in any meaning, despite its
general availability, requires explanation. Why did Ivan think that he did not need to
accord himself  the title  “autocrat” ?  The short  answer is,  because he was tsar.75 The
bedrock  of  Ivan’s  conception  of  ruler  was  his  coronation  as  “tsar.”  Ivan  was  the
God‑ordained,  God‑selected,  God‑crowned and God‑protected tsar.  He was superior to
rulers of base origin such as Erik XIV of Sweden, to elected rulers such as Stefan Batory
and again the Kings of Sweden (and maybe even the Holy Roman Emperor), to rulers who
were compelled to consult their merchants such as Elizabeth I of England. Ivan was pious,
sovereign and possessed unlimited authority “to reward and to punish” as tsar ; he did
not need to claim to be “autocrat” to acquire any or all of these attributes.76 From this
perspective  Ivan  was  not  crowned  “autocrat”  and  did  not  claim  very  often  to  be
“autocrat”  because  he  did  not  need  to  be  crowned  “autocrat”  or  proclaim  himself
“autocrat.”  The  marginal  value  of  the  concept  of  “autocrat”  in  Ivan’s  own  writings
impugns assertions in scholarship that Ivan thought of himself as ruler primarily as an
“autocrat.” Ivan rarely used the word “autocrat” because he did not need the concept
“autocrat” to express his ideology.
26 Ivan’s official usage, however rare, of “autocrat” to apply to himself or Tsarevich Ivan
also invalidates the invocation of that concept to explain the oprichnina. The chronology
of the appearance of the term betrays no connection to the oprichnina. It is therefore
highly unlikely that Ivan intended the oprichnina as an instrument to implement genuine
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“autocracy”  or  as  the  practical  application  of  “autocracy,”  or  that  the  goal  of  the
oprichnina was to establish “autocracy” for real or that the oprichnina constituted an
attempt to implement the “unlimited autocratic ideal.”77 The purpose of the oprichnina
must lie outside the domain of the title “autocrat” or the theory of “autocracy.”
27 It is plausible to suggest that the term “autocrat” gained currency during Ivan’s reign
because, although Ivan was not crowned “autocrat,” his son and successor Tsar Fedor
Ivanovich was.78
28 In official  usage under Ivan an “autocrat” meant an independent ruler,  which would
probably have applied to his son’s official title. In unofficial discourse during Ivan’s reign
but not written by him an “autocrat” most often seems to have meant a pious ruler. Ivan
used the term to mean “unlimited ruler” infrequently at best. Historians who used the
term “autocracy”  to  mean a  state  with  an unlimited ruler  are  referencing  the  least
current meaning of the term during Ivan’s reign. Historians who discussed Ivan’s theory
of “autocracy” were elevating a minor theme in his writings to a level of importance it
did not merit. Of course historians can still refer to Muscovy during Ivan’s reign as an
“autocracy” meaning a state with an unlimited ruler as long as they qualify that meaning
of “autocracy” as relatively unimportant to contemporaries. However it might be prudent
for specialists in Muscovite history at least to cease and desist from referring to Ivan’s
“theory of autocracy” and instead to utilize a more neutral phrase which better fits Ivan’s
ideological priorities, such as Ivan’s “theory of tsardom.” Ivan was a tsar first and an
autocrat only second. As tsar Ivan possessed the same authority that he ascribed to an
autocrat and that historians identified as those of an autocrat. For this reason describing
Muscovy as a tsardom, not an autocracy, better accords with Ivan’s own perceptions.
29 The word tsar´  translated the  title  of  the  Byzantine  basileus,  the  Mongol  khan,  and
Biblical  Kings  of  Israel  Solomon  and  David,  and  tsarstvo  denoted  an  empire  and  a
kingdom. The polysemanticism of Muscovite thought applied to tsar/tsarstvo as much as
it did to autocrat/autocracy. Of course the title “tsar” and the term “tsarstvo” require
further study, which is beyond the limits of this article.
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ABSTRACTS
Although historians generally refer to Ivan as an “autocrat” (samoderzhets) and his regime as an
“autocracy” (samoderzhavstvo), Ivan was not crowned with the title “autocrat” in 1547 and did
not use the word very often in his writings. Ivan was familiar with at least three meanings of the
word “autocrat,” an independent ruler, a pious ruler, and an unlimited ruler, but he relied upon
his  title  of  “tsar”  as  the  basis  for  his  legitimacy.  Although  by  “autocrat”  and  “autocracy”
historians  almost  always  mean  an  unlimited  ruler,  the  most  common  usage  of  the  term
“autocrat” in Ivan IV’s Muscovy was a pious ruler.
Bien  que  généralement  les  historiens  qualifient  Ivan IV  d’« autocrate »  et  son  régime
d’« autocratie »  (samoderžavstvo),  en  1547,  Ivan  n’a  pas  été  couronné  « autocrate »  et  n’a
pratiquement pas eu recours à ce mot dans ses écrits.  Ivan IV connaissait au moins trois des
acceptions possibles de l’« autocrate », souverain indépendant, pieux, et détenteur d’un pouvoir
illimité,  mais  il  appuyait  sa  légitimité  sur  son  titre  de  « tsar ».  La  plupart  du  temps,  par
« autocrate »,  les  historiens entendent souverain absolu,  cependant,  dans la  Moscovie  d’Ivan,
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